S)~CTIONV

FITTING IXIRVES TO OBSERVATIONS

5~.l General
Let x.g(y) be the “atruotuxal”~ relation bat~sentwo random Tart—
ables, A denotinC the dependent; ai~I I the indepen~ont y~r~b1:.
The general fitt~.ngproblem can be said to consist ma determination of
the parameters of the flinction g, in such a way, that the dev~.at1cris
of the dato points (x ,y.) fr’~mthe curve representing the function g
~e as umall as possible. Since the devi~t±cn~ is a rando~iivaiable
itself, the “smallness” of the deviations is subject to some arbitr~rily
chosen criterion defining the goodness of fit.
The general problem will here be limited by the assuuiption that T
is a non—random variable, that i8, ~.tcan be measu.?ed with any degree of
accuracy. To each value y4 thers exists. a correnpond~ngrandq~variabl.
X defined by its cdf., as ~1suall7, put in the form
Consider now the case that the function g contains two parameters
a,b, arid that observed values of X belong to two groups only, one
corresponding to y1, the other x2~ corresponding to
If the two numbers of observations are sufficiently large, it would
be possible to deter~iinothe distribution parameters p,P, and possibly
a for each group. The curve g ca~then be fitted by a proper choice
of a and b to pass thr:~han arbitrary point of the two ctistributione,
be it their modes, means, medians or any other p~re~ntage
~ci~tsfor oxample, the lower bound. of the distributions, it existent.
It appears to be a sound requirement that the two points chosen should
corro8po!’d to the same percentage. This oond~tionis aati~’ied by anyone
of the nentioned points provided identical cdf. at y, and. y,, otherwise
the me.n and the mode may correspond to different pertentagee.
Consider now the other extreme, that there are only one single cheer—
vation x~ c~orrospond1ngto each of a number of levels y~, the number
being larger than the number of parameters in the funotion~ g.
Clearly, it is impossible to determine the cdt. of X o~.rrespond~ng
to each y~, and the distr~bution has to be known or assumed, for example,
by aasumir~it to be normal or, if oonta1nin~a parameter a, knowing the
relation between a and y. In addition, thi relat~c~n
b;t~en ~ and 7
is also needed. If known, the parameter ~ may be eliminated. by substituting the “normalized” variable x’ — x/p for x.
In this way, there only remains as unknown the location parameter ~i
and tb.e fitting problem could be foruulatad as the problem of determining
the function p — g(y) subject to some criterion of best fit, where p may
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represent an arbitrar~ ~ation

statis~ic of the distrib’ttions.

I~’or the f\irther disct~sjons the ~1~pl1!yir.g a~umpt1on will be made
that the distribution function is inrlependenit of y and the, parameter
~ is known.
A general fitting prooedure, including £3 particular cases, the methods of least squaros and linear estimators, can be vir~ualizedby means
of the mechanical model demonstrated in (4.2.4).
Let

~

denote a point on the fitted curve
~“.

g(yja,b)

(173)

(the notation indicates that any point of this curve is an estimated
point).
This curve is assumed to be attractaã ~y forces H~ emanating
from the points x1 and defined, by
lIi._

-.—~—

f’~!+’~’)/f(~.+T)

(ri4)

where
•

4~ xj

.

~

iirx~g(~~a,b)

(175)

Under the influence of these forces the curve g takes a stable
equilibrium which implies that the resultant force and the resultant
moment are equal to zero, that is,
•

ZH~- 0

.

H~ - 0

and

The only unknown quantities in (176) are the parameters a and
b which can be determined b~~ cut—and—try method without prior rectification of the curve g.
Since for normal distributions
H4 — (x~
it follows that
t~ ~r~posed procedure in this particutar case reduces to the least—
squares method.
—

Some applications will be demonstrated for illustrative purpose.
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(176)

5.2

~axi~,im Likelihood Conditions
Let the fr.f. be a knowr~ function

both of them indepawient of

y,

and

an unknown constant,

(3

while

jii~g(y;a,b)
The likelihood

L

(177)

is then according to (118)

L-—nlog(3+ z1og~x~~g(y~
a,b~/il
The parameters (3, a and b
~L/~
.~L/aa.’aL/~ b. 0.

(178)

are determined by the conditions,

These general fornulas will be applied. to ~he fr~f.
m
rn .Z rn—i .0 —z
for the partic~ia.r cace that
g(y).a+by

•

(179)

•

In analogy with (123) we then have
E(x4—a—by1~~ ,,~ Eyj(xj_a_byj)ml

E(x1-a—by?
-

From this system

Z(x~—a—by~)~
~

-

a

and

b

~

(180)

can be computed by a cut—and—try method..

A modifiei method. appears to ba practicable on the condition that
a number of observations are available for discrete y—valuea. For each
group the moc~ecan be estimated by (123) and a regression line can be
‘fitted to the ~‘~fuc~ by means of the least—squares method. This is a
quite legitimate procedure, because small disturbances from the equilibrium points are resisted by forces proportIonal to the devietion and
this is the requiBite for the applicability of the least—squares method.
Eaoh point should be weighted in proportion to the number of points it
repxoaente.

5.3 Linear Regression For~i1aa
In the case of normal distributions, the force H is proportional
to the deviation from the equilibrium point, and. the condition £H • 0
is Identical with minim1~ingthe sum of the squared d.eviati.ons whiJh is
exactly the condition of the least—squares n~th;~,
it can thus be ~onclui,,l
that tt~i~
~t~od is efficient on the condition tL .t the d”vietions from the fitted curve are normally distributed.
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In other cases loss of efficiency will result (cf.4.4).
Let
~_Xe

—

(181)

b(Y—T0)

be the straight line, called the re~essionline, which i~’ to t:. fitted to the observations. (In this case, capital letters are used because sma3.1 letters will h~used for denoting the i~eviationsfrnm the
mean, e.g., x_X_~).

rhe criterion of best fit is now

~

2M
where

(x~_~)2/o~
• 1!inirsum
X~.

is the variance of

Let; for simplicity, o~ be equal for all values and introduce
(181) into (182). The condi~lui~
may then be fornulated
—

X)

—

r0~72.Mini.num

b(Y1

(183)

As a first alternative lot (x , Y,) be a given point and
the only parameter to dispose of. e
The condition ~1T/b

0

b

is satisfied by
2

•

‘~s~(Xj_Xe)(Yi_!~)/E(Tj_T)

‘

For the particular case
•wehave

X —T
C

—

•

(184)

0

C

(185)
The second alt6rnative arises, if we can dispose freely also of
(Xe~Ye)~The condition ~M/~X0 — 0 gives

Z/~Xi_Xe)_b(Ti_Te.~/*0
This condition is satisfied for any value of b
X-~.ZX1/n

and

Y.TsET/n

if but only if
(186)

With the notations
•

x~aX~—Xand

~

(187)

it follows that
2

A

b. Ex~~~/Ey1
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(188)

which te a linear estimate in the observed va1ue:~ x~.
The variance of t~oO3tifliatO
next paragraph,

is, a~s will

be

deduced in the

(189)
whore

~2 is the variance of
The sum of the squared deviation?3 is

~,r

(183), (186), and (187)

M.E(x—by)~
Introducing (188), the minimal value
LIin(U)-Ez2—

An unbiased estimate of

2
2
(Ei~r) /Ey

is obtained by

var(X~)

(E~~)2/E,~,2]/(fl_2)

var(c’~)_ ~

(190)

‘

(191)

It is required that this estimate shall be correct for any value
of n. .~ince ~ —0 for r.2, no other denomin~-tor than (n—?) is
possible.

5.4 Linear Estim~ttrs for Ir~dependent Values,
This method applied to order statistics is as demonstrated in (4.2.5),
complicated due to the fact that order statistics are dependent of each other.
In the present case ~e observations are independent. The procedure is rer
this reason coneidorably simplified, because then all covariances are equal
to zero.
Let the regrea:iion line be

X.a+bY

(192)

U.r1X1

(193)

and

a linear estimator of the parameter
k1a+k2b
whIch may be reduced to a or to
and

b

by proper chcice of the constants

k2.
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(194)

The system of eqy~iations (144) nc~wtake the simple form

o2.w.+2+jl Y~-O ~
£ w~.k1
£ ~
k2

(195)

J

Introducing the notation
flj

which is called the weight of
the •~atimates by

—

1/O~

Xi,

(196)

we obtain after some calculations
(197)

and
(198)
where

X

and

Y

now are the weighted means

!.

Y.~n~T~/En~

£n1X~/En~

(ifl)

For n —3., that i~, ~or
•o~ the estimates ~.reidentical with
those ~educed by means of t~e least—squares method, (186) and (188).
Since Ey - 0 the term ZXy~a0
and ccnsoquent1~r
b

-

E x1y~/Ey~- £X~y~/Ey~

w~ of the estimator are

The coefficients

(200)

The variance of the estimator
—

U

is, considering (143),

Ew~. a~

Introducing j~20O)into (201) and putting in (194)
the variance of 5 is
var(’~)wo2.Ey~/(Ly~)2—a2/Ey~
as already stated by (189).
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(201)
k —0,
1

k .1
2
(202)
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